
In an October 26 interview TSBP mayor-elect John Close said "I don't think provincial or 
federal governments could take the embarrassment of Walkerton again”.  
 
Walkerton was a failure of a community water supply system.  Contaminants from cattle 
manure, primarily a toxic strain of E. coli (O157:H7), got into the town water supply, 
killed several people, and made many ill. 
 
Sauble communal wells are protected from surface water infiltration. And there are no 
cattle anywhere near the wells.  
 
While “Walkerton again” at Sauble is virtually impossible, serious risks at Sauble need to 
be addressed. 
 
Improperly designed/installed septic systems or improperly located wells, (or both) could 
lead to contamination of wells, and to disease transmission.  Improper systems could 
contaminate surface water. 
 
Poor septic systems too close to wells, mostly in the core area of Sauble, need to be 
corrected to minimize or eliminate the risk.  For the downtown core area this may mean 
holding tanks, high tech private systems, or a small communal treatment facility. But we 
do not need a massive Sauble-wide $70 million dollar treatment system just to correct the 
core area problems. 
 
Where private systems meet the current building code, including proper separation, the 
risk of disease transmission is zero or virtually zero. Outside of the downtown core we 
need an inspection/upgrade program to ensure that the risk gets to and stays virtually 
zero.  A $70 million sewage treatment system is not needed. 
 
Given the obvious solutions for the core and non-core areas, the suggestion that we are 
heading for “Walkerton again” if we don’t adopt the $70 million Sauble sewers proposal 
is not helpful. 
 
While it seems a poor start, given his lack of press relations experience Mr. Close’s 
“Walkerton again” comment could be just a rookie mistep. 
 
We’ll expect better with practice. 
 
Wendy Yule 
Sauble Beach 
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